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This Question Paper consists of 56 objective and subjective types of
questions.
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This question paper has been sealed by reverse jacket. You have to cut on
the right side to open the paper at the time of commencement of the
examination. Check whether all the pages of the question paper are intact.
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SECTION – A
Prose
Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions / incomplete
statements. Only one of them is correct or most appropriate. Choose the correct
alternative and write the complete answer along with its letter of alphabet.
5×1=5
1.
Don Anselmo did not sell the trees because
(A)
trees were like children to him
(B)
they were grown for the children of the next generation
(C) he thought they did not belong to him but to the children of Rio-enMedio
(D) he had grown them in memory of his ancestors.
2.
Who discouraged Smita when she approached Pandit Ravi Shankar to
perform for her brother at home ?
(A)
Ustad Allah Rakha
(B) The mustachioed man
(C)
Aunt Sushila
(D) Smita’s mother.
3.
Expand MAD.
(A)
Mutually Assured Destruction
(B)
Mutually Accepted Departments
(C)
Mental Ability Department
(D) More Associated Development.
4.
Who pulled the red chain to help the wounded girl ?
(A)
Dinesh
(B)
a railway employee
(C)
people in the compartment
(D) Baleshwar Mishra.
5.
The people of the poor area believed that
(A)
happiness must exist somewhere in the world
(B)
happiness will never exist
(C)
happiness has nothing to do with people
(D) happiness does not exist anywhere.
Answer the following questions in 2 - 3 sentences each :
6 × 2 = 12
6.
There was silence in the room. In spite of it, some noises reached Swami’s
ears. What were they ?
7.
Congratulations were showered on Swami after the house breaker was
caught. How was he congratulated ?
8.
Don Anselmo was generous. Justify.
9.
What reward does a scientist get from his research ? How is it different
from other professions ?
10. Describe briefly the unusual appearance and manners of Don Anselmo.
11. How did Satish’s brother Inder try to help him ?
Read the following extracts and answer the questions that follow :
4 × 3 = 12
12. “Please help me take her to a hospital.”
(a) Who is making this request ?
(b) Why should she be taken to hospital ?
(c) Who helped him to take her to hospital ?
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13.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

“What is it that you want ?”
(a) Who is the speaker ?
(b) Who did the speaker ask this question to ?
(c) What was the reply ?
14. “You must not bother him with such requests ?”
(a) Who is the speaker ?
(b) What was the request ?
(c) How was the request fulfilled ?
15. “The day of the sale he came into the office. His coat was old, green and
faded.”
(a) Who is the ‘he’ ?
(b) Why did he come to the office ?
(c) What was the narrator reminded of ?
Answer the following question in about 8 - 10 sentences :
4
16. How can you say that Pepe was the only one who was loyal to Columbus ?
OR
Explain the achievements of Satish Gujral as an artist.
Poetry
Choose the most appropriate one and write the complete answer with the letter of
alphabet in the answer-book :
3×1=3
17. In the poem ‘I Am the Land’, the statement
“YOU CANNOT PUT A FENCE
AROUND THE PLANET EARTH”
suggests the Land’s
(A) anger
(B) patience
(C) self-assertion
(D) suffocation.
18. According to the Poet John Masefield, we should laugh because we
(A) live only for a short period
(B) are better than birds and animals
(C) live for a long time
(D) are human beings.
19. The Jazz player is compared to
(A) an Indian violin player
(B) Chaplin
(C) a Negro
(D) Ancient Mariner.
Answer the following questions in 2 - 3 sentences each :
4×2=8
20. The poet John Masefield gives many reasons for why we should laugh and
be happy. Mention any two.
21. In the poem “Off To Outer Space Tomorrow Morning,” why does the
speaker feel that he is imprisoned ?
22. When does the Land feel choked ?
23. What do you learn from the poem “The Blind Boy” ?
Read the extract and answer the questions that follow :
3×1=3
24. “Sceptre shows the force of temporal power.”
(a) Who is the speaker ?
(b) What does ‘temporal’ mean in the context ?
(c) How does mercy differ from the sceptre ?
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Quote from memory :
4
“ ’T is .....................................................................
..................................................................... blast
And .......................................................................
.................................................................... mast !”
OR
“My day .................................................................
..............................................................................
..............................................................................
....................................................................... day.”
Answer the following question in 8 to 10 sentences :
4
26. Summarize the poem “Grandma Climbs a Tree” in your own words.
OR
Describe how the physical appearance of the Jazz player is a contrast to
his skill in playing saxophone.
Supplementary Reading
Answer the following questions in 2 - 3 sentences each :
2×2=4
27. Why did Patil, the sub-inspector come to Mohan’s house ?
OR
What were the challenges that Dicky Dolma had to face before she was
qualified to scale Everest ?
28. Why did Nehru choose Dr. Ambedkar as the Law Minister ?
OR
Hanif was talented with varied talents and interests. How ?
Vocabulary
29. Combine the word in Column-A with its collocative word in
Column-B :
1
Column-A
Column-B
Brisk
[ walk, quick, talk, sleep ]
30. Fill in the blank with correct form of the word given in brackets :
1
The research student was ................. ( success ) in his efforts.
31. Which one of the following words has one syllable ?
1
Powder, Blank, Succeed, Enjoy
32. Fill in the blank with the opposite word to the underlined word :
1
My teacher always speaks kindly. She ............... speaks harshly.
SECTION – B
Reading
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow :
4×1=4
Once there was a rich man living in a small village. He was a businessman. He
earned money with much risk. He went on horseback and did his business. He
was returning home, when a heavy rain overtook him in the forest, he was
drenched to the skin. He complained to God for such bad weather. Suddenly
another man on a horseback came rushing towards him. He had a gun in his
hand. “Give me all your money or I will shoot you.” He had a lot of money. He
knew that he would lose all. Suddenly his horse turned around. The man shot
him, but nothing happened. He realized that the gunpowder was wet and would
not work. He charged his horse and rode away safely. He thanked God for the
rain.
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If there was no rain, he would have certainly lost his wealth. God protected him
by sending the rain. So one should know that God will be there even in little
things to protect us.
Questions :
33. How did the rich man earn money ?
34. Who attacked the rich man ?
35. Why did the rich man thank God ?
36. What moral do you learn from this story ?
37. Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence :
1
India / one / the / is / biggest / countries / of
Read the following conversation and answer the questions that follow :
Fairy
: “What’s the matter ?” She asked the unhappy woodcutter.
Woodcutter
: I have lost my axe. He said. “It fell into the deep water.”
Fairy
: The fairy showed him a golden axe and said, ‘Is this yours ?’
Woodcutter
: “No”, said the woodcutter.
Fairy
: The fairy then showed him a silver axe and said again in her
clear voice, “Is this yours ?”
Woodcutter
: ‘No’, answered the woodcutter.
Fairy
: Then she showed him a common, iron axe with an old
wooden handle.
Woodcutter
: “Yes, that’s mine,” said the happy woodcutter.
38. Why was the woodcutter unhappy ?
1
39. What kind of a man was the woodcutter ?
1
40. Look at the two pictures. Write a sentence using ‘longer than’ based on
what you see :
1

XIII. 41.

Writing
Given below is a profile of Girish Nagaraje Gowda, an athlete. Write a
paragraph using the clues given below :
4
Name
:
Girish Nagaraje Gowda
Birth
:
January 26, 1988
Birth Place
:
Hosanagara, Karnataka
Event
:
High Jump
Coach
:
Mr. Sathyanarayana
Achievements
:
Silver medal 2012, Summer Paraolympics,
Rajyotsava Award, Padmashri, Arjuna Award.
OR
Write a paragraph, using the clues given below. You may add some more
points, if necessary :
A dog — very hungry — a butcher’s shop nearby — picks up a piece of
meat — stands on a bridge — looks down — sees another dog — angry —
barks — meat falls down — moral.
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Imagine you are Suma / Suman studying in Govt. High School, Durga,
Bagalkot.
Write a letter to your younger brother advising him to study hard and also
participate in sports and games.
4
OR
Write a letter to the General Manager, KSRTC, Bagalkot, requesting him to
provide more buses in the morning and evening to your place, giving
reasons.
Write two paragraphs on any one of the following topics :
4
(a) Mass Media
(b) Uses of Forest
(c) National Symbols.
Editing
The following paragraph has two errors. Edit the paragraph and rewrite it
in the answer-book. Clues are given.
2
What is the meaning of this wild uproar. The men stand transfixed. The
first men to move shall spend the rest of the night in irons !
Clues :
(a) Use correct punctuation mark
(b) Noun plural to be corrected.
GRAMMAR ( Language Use )
Read the following conversation and identify the infinitive :
1
Manjula : Where are you going ?
Latha
: I’am going to market to buy vegetables.
Manjula : Is it ? I too will come with you.
Latha
: Let both of us walk to market.
(A) going
(B) come
(C) will
(D) to buy.
Read the conversation :
1
Rajesh
: After a long time, I am meeting you.
Sampath : Yes, of course. By the by, I came to know that your
daughter’s marriage is fixed. When ?
Rajesh
: On 22nd February
Sampath : Fine. What can I do for you ?
Rajesh
: Would you help me by lending Rs. 50,000 ?
Sampath : With pleasure.
Choose the language function for the underlined sentence from the
alternatives given below :
(A) Permission
(B) Instruction
(C) Ability
(D) Request.
Read the conversation and change the underlined sentences to reported
speech :
2
Balu
: Good morning Mr. Satish, I am meeting you after long
time.
Satish
: Good morning to you. I feel very happy to be with you.
Balu
: Did you buy a Ford car ?
Satish
: My father wants me to buy a Maruti Car.
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48.

49.

50.

51.

Balu after greeting Satish asked him ........................
...............................................................................
Satish replied ..........................................................
...............................................................................
Father never sits in the house, ............
Choose the appropriate question tag :
(A) doesn’t he ?
(B) isn’t he ?
(C) does he ?
(D) did he ?
Fill in the blanks with appropriate preposition and article :

53.

XV.

54.
55.

2×

2×

1
=1
2

1
=1
2

Mamata goes to school either by bus .............. on foot. She is very
intelligent .................... lazy.
( and, so, or, but )
Choose the correct verb out of the two given in brackets :
1
One of the boys ................. punished.
( was / were )
Combine the two sentences using the word ‘although’ :
1
Ravi is a short boy. He runs fast.
Reference Skill
Write it in the normal way :
1
Hw r u ?
Arrange the following words in the order in which they are found in
4× 1 =2

dictionary :
56.

1

Mahesh is .................. MLA. He is really a gentleman. He goes round his
constituency twice a week and tries to solve the problems .....................
the people.
Fill in the blanks with the correct tense form of verbs given in brackets : 2
Rajesh ........... ( be ) a doctor. He .................. ( be + work ) in a Govt.
hospital. He goes to hospital at 9 A.M. He does not expect money from
patients. He is always cheerful.
Fill in the blanks with the appropriate linking words choosing from the
words given in brackets :

52.

31-E

2

study, stare, stand, stitch.
Which source of information would you refer to know the synonym of the
word ‘pause’.
Choose one of the following sources :
1
Thesaurus, Grammar book, Newspaper, Atlas.
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